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Abstract. Despite their now well documented drawbacks, viscous damping based models to describe the dissi-
pations occurring in reinforced concrete (RC) structures during seismic events are popular among structural engi-
neers. Their computational efficiency and their convenient implementation and identification are indeed attractive.
Of course, the choice of a viscous damping model is, most of the time, reasonable, but some questions still arise
when it comes to calibrate its parameters. To address this problem, a numerical study based on an experimentally
identified structural model is here presented. To this end, an experimental campaign has been carried out on RC
beams set up on the AZALEE shaking table of the TAMARIS experimental facility operated by the French Alterna-
tive Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). This work takes place in the scope of a moderate seismicity
context for which steel yielding is not expected. An evolving equivalent viscous damping ratio estimated for a
simply supported reinforced concrete beam is proposed. The results are not directly identified from experimental
results but rather from numerical simulations carried out thanks to an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom model,
itself calibrated by means of quasi-static experiments. In this paper, the experimental campaign is first presented.
Then, the single-degree-of-freedom model and the identification procedure are exposed. The resulting outputs are
presented and commented. Finally, numerical experiments are performed in order to obtain equivalent viscous
damping ratio values corresponding to a given maximum time-history curvature and a curvature demand.
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1. Introduction

The ability of a structure to withstand a seismic event is driven by its capability to store
and/or dissipate the input energy without compromising its integrity. Even though available ma-
terial constitutive laws are now able to provide realistic and accurate results about the nonlinear
behavior of RC, the computational cost is a strong counterpart that designers and engineers are
rarely prone to pay for when dealing with full-scale structures. In practice, an additional viscous
damping is often used to account for dissipations not taken into account by the structural model
[1, 2]. Before performing such a fine analysis, simplified methodologies should be used in order
to obtain a first design of a structure. In this case, the equivalent viscous damping ratio (EVDR)
has a key role when assessing maximum structural responses (i.e. reduction of the demand spec-
tra to integer the nonlinearities of the structure) and some studies show it is the second source of
uncertainties after the ground motions [3, 4]. Nevertheless, this assumed equivalence with the
energy dissipated hysteretically may be questionable. Indeed, several studies have emphasized
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the fact that the viscous damping depends on the response amplitude for RC buildings [5–7] and
on their degradation state often described by a displacement ductility level[8–14]. In fact, there
is actually no reason to keep the EVDR constant throughout the nonlinear time-history analysis
(NLTHA). To sum-up, the aforementioned papers suggest that the EVDR depends on the degra-
dation state of the structure and on the displacement demand. The influence of both parameters
is investigated in this paper which focuses on weak to moderate earthquakes which do not in-
duce steel yielding in structures. In particular, it is considered that the main dissipations occur
in the concrete (e.g. crack initiation, propagation and friction). To investigate these aspects,
an experimental campaign has been set up on RC beams by means of the AZALÉE shaking
table, as part of the TAMARIS experimental facility operated by the French Alternative Ener-
gies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). The main objective is to provide the scientific and
engineering communities reference data through both dynamic and quasistatic tests in order to
evaluate the dissipations depending on structural, material and signal characteristics. In the first
section, the experimental campaign is described and explained thoroughly. Then, the calibra-
tion of the beam equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model and the EVDR assessment
method are presented. Then, the SDOF model formulation and its identification procedure are
detailed. Finally, numerical experiments are performed on this model in order to obtain EVDR
values corresponding to a maximum relative history displacement and a relative displacement
demand.

2. Experimental campaign

2.1. Framework

In the framework of SINAPS@ project [15], the IDEFIX experimental campaign took place
in the TAMARIS experimental facility at the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy
Comission (CEA) from May to November 2016. Twenty RC beams have been casted and
their dimensions have been designed in order to make their first two eigenmodes being in the
optimally-controlled frequency range of the shaking table, Azalée, i.e. under 30 Hz according
to IDEFIX boarded mass. The experimental protocol ensures the acquisition of relevant data to
estimate degradations and energy dissipations in and at the boundaries of the structure.

The choice has been made to design a campaign that includes the main types of loadings
(quasi-static, low and high level dynamic) performed on elements that are more simply modeled
than others, i.e. beams. Ambient seismic noise based methods require long duration recording
to counterbalance the poor signal-to-noise ratio. For this reason, the authors have decided not
to use them.

2.2. Specimens

The specimens are six-meter long RC beams with a cross-section of 20 cm × 40 cm. Two
concrete classes, two steel reinforcements types and three different diameters are chosen to
design a total of six designs of specimens listed in table 1. A typical beam weights around 1150
kg. For the sake of clarity, each beam has been labeled with respect to its characteristics (i.e.
type of reinforcement and concrete):

• The two steel reinforcements types are ribbed B500B steel bars following european stan-
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TABLE 1: Different beam designs

Label HA20-C1A HA16-C1A HA12-C1A

Pattern design

Pattern label 4HA20 8HA16 4HA12
ρ(1) (%) 1.57 2.01 1.41

Sb
(1) (cm2·m-1) 25.1 40.2 37.7

Steel label HA20 HA16 HA12
fs

(1) (MPa) >560(2) 568 528
Es

(1) (GPa) 237 217 206

Concrete label C1A C1A C1A
Concrete class C25/30 C25/30 C25/30
fc,28d

(1) (MPa) 35.0 35.0 35.0
fc,6m

(1) (MPa) 36.9 36.9 36.9
Ec,28d

(1) (GPa) 26.4 26.4 26.4
Ec,6m

(1) (GPa) 26.2 26.2 26.2

Label HA12-C1B RL12-C1B HA12-C2

Pattern design

Pattern label 4HA12 4RL12 4HA12
ρ(1) (%) 1.41 1.41 1.41

Sb
(1) (cm2·m-1) 37.7 37.7 37.7

Steel label HA12 RL12 HA12
fs

(1) (MPa) 528 468 528
Es

(1) (GPa) 206 218 206

Concrete label C1B C1B C2
Concrete class C25/30 C25/30 C45/55
fc,28d

(1) (MPa) 29.7 29.7 45.4
fc,6m

(1) (MPa) 33.0 33.0 47.4
Ec,28d

(1) (GPa) 28.7 28.7 29.2
Ec,6m

(1) (GPa) 28.1 28.1 28.2

(1) ρ: reinforcement ratio – Sb: interface surface – fy: steel yield stress – Es: steel Young’s modulus –
fc,28d : concrete strength at 28 days – fc,6m: concrete strength at 6 months – Ec,28d : Concrete Young’s modu-
lus at 28 days – Ec,6m: Concrete Young’s modulus at 6 months.
(2) Maximum force capacity of the testing machine reached

dards (norm BS 4449, conforming to the Eurocode 2 [16]) labeled HA (standing for “high
adherence”) and round steel bars labeled RL. The three different diameters are 12 mm,
16 mm and 20 mm. The reinforcement patterns are described in table 1 and will be later
labeled in a shorter way (respectively): HA12, RL12, HA16 and HA20. The reinforce-
ment ratios of 10HA12, 10RL12 and 4HA20 are close while the one of 8HA16 is higher.
Similarly, 10HA12, 10RL12 and 8HA16 have a close interface surface (i.e. surface of the
steel-concrete bond, idealized as a cylinder with a diameter equal to the nominal diameter
of the reinforcement) while the one of 4HA20 is lower.

• Two concrete classes have been formulated, they correspond to C25/30 and C45/55 classes
as defined in Eurocode 2 section 3.1.2 [16] and are labeled respectively C1 and C2 for
this campaign. Two casts were necessary for the concrete C1 and they proved to have
different mechanical properties. This motivates the choice to distinguish two variants of
C1, namely C1A and C1B.
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FIG. 1: Configuration of the quasi-static tests, with L = 5.9 m and a = L
4

(a) Setup on strong floor (b) Setup on Azalée

FIG. 2: IDEFIX experimental setup on the strong floor (a) and on the shaking table (b)

2.3. Strong floor tests

Eight beams have been tested on a strong floor in a four-point bend configuration (figure 1)
with two hydraulic cylinders of 25 kN capacity each, a maximum velocity of 1.6 m·s-1and a
maximum displacement of ±120 mm. The choice of a 4PB test is made in order to better
approximate the first two modes shapes thanks to the actuators (more details are given regarding
this point in section 2.7.1).

2.4. Shaking table tests

The twelve other beams have been tested on Azalée shaking table which measures 6 m ×
6 m. The particularity of this equipment is its ability to move in three translations and three
rotations.

2.5. Boundary conditions and additional masses

The beam-end supports consist in elastic “blades” (figure 3b) mounted in parallel in order to
free the rotation of the beam around the vertical axis without inducing spurious friction mech-
anisms. High-performance steel (Marval 18H®, yield stress Rp,0.2% = 1860 MPa and Young’s
modulus E = 186 GPa) has been used and allows the thinnest part of these blades for being only
2.5 mm thick. Another originality regarding the boundary conditions is the use of air cushions
at both quarter-spans in order to bear the whole weight of the setup while drastically reducing
the friction with the floor. Additional masses of 350 kg are also mounted on the air cushions to
fulfill the requirements regarding the first two eigenfrequencies (see section 2.1).
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(a) 3D view of the sensors setup and working
basis

(b) Blades beam supports

FIG. 4: Schematic view of the sensors setup

2.6. Measurements

A variety of sensors is used to build a strong database for each test:

• 5 displacement wire sensors;

• an industrial digital image correlation tool (Videometric®[17]) to track the mid-plane of
the beam along the tests;

• 5 gyrometers (to measure the rotational velocity);

• 19 accelerometers;

• 2 six-axis load cells at the beam supports;

• 2 monoaxial load cells on cyclinders.

The sensors setup is described in both figures 3a and 4. Nine reference positions which
divide the beam in eight equal parts. Then, each sensor is labeled with respect to its position
number (from 1 to 9). The black stripes painted on the upper surface of the beam are tracked
by the DIC tool which provides a discretized full field measurement of the beam’s mid-plane
transverse displacement u(t j,xk) at time t j∈J1,NtK and at position xk∈J1,NxK, xNx = L being the
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FIG. 5: Actuator prescribed displacement for QSC1 and QSC2 (at quarter-span)

span of the beam. The linear combination v of the Nm
th first flexural mode shapes, which best

approximates the measured one u, is sought:

v(t,x) =
Nm

∑
i

ai(t) · fi(x) (1)

where the fi are the flexural mode shapes and the ai are the modal coordinates. More details are
given in a dedicated paper [18].

2.7. Overview of the loadings

Table 2 shows an overview of the different loadings which have been tested on the beams
during the experimental campaign.

2.7.1. Quasi-static loadings

There are four different quasi-static loadings. The two firsts, QSC1 and QSC2, are reverse
cyclic tests. The displacement amplitude grows by blocks of three cycles as plotted in figure 5,
and the loading velocity is 0.4 mm·s-1. The fundamental difference between these two loadings
is that the actuators are either in-phase or in phase-opposition. The purpose of these tests is to
evaluate the EVDR associated to the first two flexural eigenmodes, that is, QSC2 prescribes a
displacement that will create a deformed shape close to the second mode shape of the beam. The
4-point bending creates an area of constant bending moment in the part of the beam between
both actuators. It generates in this area a relatively homogeneous stress/strain state, allowing
for reasoning in terms of fracture energy per RC volume. However, it could be argued that
3-point bending would initiate internal friction due to transverse shear forces. For practical
(experimental setup), time reason and economical reasons, this participation to the dissipations
has not been investigated, but it would represent an interesting addition to IDEFIX experimental
campaign.

2.7.2. Dynamic loadings

Dynamic signals sent on the shaking table command unit are either broad band (white
noises, or bandpassed white noises) or harmonic. Advantages are taken from the ability of
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TABLE 2: Descriptions of the loadings

Equipment Reference Eigenmodes Description

HT 1 and 2 Hammer test

WN1 1 White noise signal in X-direction (duration 200 s)
WN2 2 White noise signal around YAW-axis (duration 200 s)
WN3 1 and 2 White noise signal (combination of WN1 and WN2)

WN1MTS 1 White noise genereted by MTS software
WND030 1 White noise of table displacement bandpassed between 0 Hz and

30 Hz
SC1 1 White noise signal in X-direction bandpassed between 0.5 · f1

and 1.05 · f1, f1 being the first eigenfrequency
SC2 2 White noise signal in YAW-direction bandpassed between 0.5 · f2

and 1.05 · f2, f2 being the second eigenfrequency
SC2b 2 White noise signal in YAW-direction bandpassed between 0.35 ·

f2 and 1.05 · f2, f2 being the second eigenfrequency
Azalée SC12 1 and 2 Combination of SC1 and SC2

SS1 1 Natural seismic signal, transfered at third floor spectrum of
Niigataken-Chuetsu-Oki earthquake (NCOE)

Sinus 1 or 2 Sinusoidal signal in X-direction or around YAW-axis
DSS f1 f2 1 or 2 Harmonic signal at constant amplitude, by decreasing frequency

steps (from f1 to f2) in X-direction or around YAW-axis
ISD 1 Step-by-step increasing sinusoidal acceleration following a

quadratic law (i.e. a linearly increasing displacement demand)
BS 1 Continuous linear sinus sweep generated by MTS software

QSS025 1 Continuous quadratic sinus sweep generated by MTS software
BiSINUS 1 and 2 Sinusoidal signals consecutively in X, X+YAW and YAW direc-

tions

QSC1 1 Quasi-static reverse cyclic four-point bend test with in-phase ac-
tuators

QSC2 2 Quasi-static reverse cyclic four-point bend test with actuators in
phase opposition

Strong floor SPS1 1 Quasi-static reverse cyclic four-point bend test with in-phase ac-
tuators and increasing velocity (constant velocity during one cy-
cle)

SPS2 2 Quasi-static reverse cyclic four-point bend test with actuators in
phase opposition and increasing velocity (constant velocity dur-
ing one cycle)

the table to move simultaneously in two different directions (e.g. along X and/or around YAW
for IDEFIX tests). Indeed, the second eigenmode of the beam (i.e. S-shaped mode) is difficult
to activate because of the symmetrical construction of the experimental setup. The accelera-
tion on YAW-DOF creates inertial forces in opposite directions on beam and additional masses
from each side of table’s vertical rotation axis. In order to reach similar levels of excitation for
both DOF, an equivalence of absolute acceleration along X-axis at the hinges is chosen. Hence,
equation (2) links the rotational acceleration θg on YAW-DOF and the acceleration ag along
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FIG. 6: Nonlinearly stored energy evaluated on a full-cycle inspired by [20]

X-DOF (with L the distance between the two hinges).

θg =
2 ·ag

L
(2)

3. Equivalent viscous damping identification procedure

A viscous damping model is a convenient — yet not totally satisfying — way to represent
the dissipations occurring in a RC structure on which a dynamic loading is applied. Jacobsen
[19] proposed a method to assess an optimal equivalent viscous damping ratio from an energetic
point of view by showing that:

ξ =
1

2 ·π ·
ω0

ω
· Ed

Es
(3)

with Ed the energy dissipated by the viscous damper during one displacement half-cycle Γu
starting at t = 0 and ending at t = π

ω
and Es the maximum stored elastic energy reached at

displacement U . This method should be used cautiously taking into the remarks recalled in the
authors’ papers [18]. A graphical interpretation of this method modified with inspiration from
the work of Kumar et al. [20] in given in figure 6.

4. Identification of an hysteretic model on experimental data

4.1. Quasi-static cyclic reverse test

A quasi-static cyclic reverse loading, labeled QSC1, is carried out thanks to two actua-
tors mounted at positions L

4 and 3·L
4 with an increasing cycle amplitude. Each cycle of this

displacement-driven loading is repeated three times to stabilize the damage state of the beam.
The corresponding time-displacement evolution is given in figure 7. In order to construe the
whole displacement response of the beam as the one of a simple degree of freedom oscillator
(SDOF), a full-field measurement based upon a commercial digital image correlation method
has been used (Videometric [17]). This method provides displacement data all along the beam,
allowing for the projection over the eigenmode shapes [18, 21]. In the present case, the pre-
sented displacement data result from the projection of the displacement field of the beam on
the theoretical first mode shape computed thanks to a finite element model of the experimen-
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FIG. 8: Force-displacement measurement for the considered QSC1 test

tal setup. Thus, they can be considered as an estimation of the first mode displacement. The
corresponding force-displacement graph is represented in figure 8.

4.2. Formulation of a SDOF hysteretic model for the beam behavior

4.2.1. Objectives

In order to describe the behavior of the beam, a nonlinear oscillator is associated to the
first eigenmode. This model is not intended to be general but rather adapted to the QSC1
test (i.e. bending of the beam following the first mode shape). It provides a useful basis for
numerical experiments that will be carried out on virtual quasi-static tests in section 5. These
numerical experiments investigate the uncoupled influence of both the loading amplitude (e.g.
displacement, curvature, force, bending moment) and degradation state.
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(a) Cracked (b) Bent

FIG. 9: Illustration of the increase of moment of inertia due to crack closure under bending

4.2.2. Modeled phenomena

The model presented in this section strongly relies on the work of Moutoussamy [22]. For
small displacements applied at the initial state, the beam in bending has a linear elastic behavior,
i.e. has a constant stiffness K which can be identified. Beyond a limit displacement δy, the beam
starts to exhibit nonlinearities. A stiffness decrease is observed during the unloading phase,
this indicates the creation and propagation of cracking and motivates the use of the damage
mechanics framework [23].

Steel yielding is not observed during the tests and is consequently not taken into account.
Nevertheless, hysteresis loops are observed during loading-unloading cycles. It is explained by
the existence of friction within the reinforced concrete, e.g. between cracks surfaces or between
the steel reinforcements and the surrounding cracked concrete. Hence, a sliding displacement
variable uπ is defined [24, 25].

The unilateral effect is taken into account by splitting each internal variable related to dam-
age in two parts. These parts correspond to two allegedly independent families of cracks on
upper or lower half cross-sections of the beam from either side of the neutral axis depending on
the direction of deflection. Supposing a linear behavior of concrete in compression, the beam
behavior is mainly driven by the tension area (and the associated damage state). The index i
will be used to stand for both direction indexes “+” and “−”. A kinematic hardening variable
απ is associated to the friction displacement uπ.

Finally, the last observed phenomenon is the so-called “pinching” effect which consists in a
stiffness reduction in the neighborhood of the zero-displacement point that explains the reversed
S-shape of the load displacement curve. The origin of this effect is not clearly understood but
different hypotheses exist. Several researchers state that this effect indicates a failure driven
by shear [26–32]. However, a shear failure is unlikely to occur with such a flexible beam in
four-point bending test. Hence, two explanations are here proposed:

• in the case of a crossing crack, the crack surfaces get into contact when the displacement
is high enough (as illustrated on figure 9) thus enlarging the virtual cross section of the
beam at the crack location;

• the steel-concrete bond failure induces slipping until the adherence is found again at the
interface (inter-locking).

A complete theoretical description of the model is given in an article to be submitted or can
alternatively be found in its first version (with minor differences) in a conference paper [33].
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Mechanism Observable variable Internal variable

Displacement u
Damage di

Friction uπ

Kinematic hardening απ

Crack closure η

TABLE 3: Internal variables of the model

Notation Description Value Unit

δy Yield displacement 6.4 mm
K0 Initial stiffness 1.88 N·mm-1

p Stiffness loss coefficient 0.228 –
q Fragility coefficient 0.426 –
aπ Hysteresis loops width 1480 N
bπ Initial stiffness of the hysteresis loops 74.7 N·mm-1

Uc Crack closure displacement 54.2 mm

TABLE 4: Model parameters and identified values

4.2.3. Model identification

The model identification is performed thanks to a minimization algorithm applied on the
global relative force error εF given in equation (4). More details on the identification procedure
are given in a paper to be submitted. The effects of the different parameters are graphically
described on figures 10.

εF =
N

∑
i=1

(
Fe

i −Fexp
i
)2(

Fexp
i
)2 (4)

The identification results are summarized in table 4 and the corresponding error indicator of
equation 4 equals εF = 0.0376.

(a) Parameters influence for a monotonic load-
ing

(b) Parameters influence for a unilateral cyclic
loading (without pinching)

FIG. 10: Description of some parameters influence on the model behavior
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FIG. 11: Displacement and curvature as engineering demand parameters

5. Numerical study of the EVDR dependence on engineering demand parameters

5.1. Engineering demand parameters

The dependence of the EDVR on the degradation and loading levels are investigated. The
choice is made in this paper to select the mid-span curvature γ (see figure 11) as the quantity of
interest to quantify the loading level. Also, a degradation index Γ is defined as the maximum
historic curvature measured at mid-span γm over the theoretical first steel yielding curvature γy
as expressed in equation (7).

The curvature has the advantage over the displacement to be bending-type independent (e.g.
3-point or 4-point bending) since it is defined at the most critical section. Moreover, γy can be
computed in a predictive way on the basis of design rules (such as Eurocode 2 [16]) knowing the
material and geometrical properties of the RC section. A multifiber finite element simulation
allows for the estimation of the curvature–mid-span displacement law in equation (5). Consid-
ering a Eurocode 2-type constitutive law for the concrete, a linear evolution of the curvature as
function of the mid-span deflection is obtained:

γ = kr ·δ (5)

with kr = 0.2707 m−3 (6)

The details of this result are given in [18]. The value of steel-yielding curvature numerically
obtained for the studied beam is given in equation (8). It is recalled that the dissipations asso-
ciated to steel yielding are not in the scope of this study. Hence, Γ is expected to remain within
the range [0,1].

Γ =
γm

γy
(7)

with γy = 0.0298 m−1 (8)

The study of the influence of the degradation level and of the loading on the EVDR is chal-
lenging for pragmatic reasons. A cyclic quasi-static reverse test as QSC1 takes about 4 hours to
perform (not counting the setup phase). Then, the testing for many degradation states could be
very time-consuming. When practical constraints (for example related to the schedule, the cost,
or the available equipment) make impossible to investigate experimentally the influence of dif-
ferent parameters on a quantity of interest numerical experimentation represents an elegant way
to address the problem, under the condition that the numerical model used has been validated
experimentally. Considering the ability of the model identified in section 4.2.3 to represent the
phenomena taking place during the bending, it can be used as support of virtual quasi-static
testing.
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FIG. 12: Loading procedure for the sensitivity study (example for Γ = 0.091)

Run δm (cm) Γ δ1 (cm) δ2 (cm) δ3 (cm) . . . δN (cm)

1 0.2 0.018 0.2
2 0.3 0.027 0.2 0.3
3 0.4 0.036 0.2 0.3 0.4
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N 10.0 0.91 0.2 0.3 0.4 . . . 10.0

TABLE 5: Loading procedure with increasing degradation index – δm: maximum displacement;
δi: amplitude of ith block

5.2. Influence of the degradation and loading levels

5.2.1. Numerical loading

As a side positive consequence for the use of a virtual experimental, there is no spurious
dissipation due to external sources. Hence, the validity of the representation of hysteretic dissi-
pation by an equivalent viscous damper is assessed. To study the influence of the degradation
level Γ and of the prescribed curvature amplitude of the cycle γ, an increasing cyclic reverse
quasi-static displacement loading has been designed and is illustrated on figure 12. Each cycle
of displacement amplitude δ is repeated twice so the hysteretic behavior in the 2nd cycle can
be considered as stabilized and the energy dissipation due to damage initiation is not taken into
account. It is important to note that the first two cycles are equal to the last two in order to
remain at the same degradation index Γ of the beam all along the loading.

5.2.2. Observations resulting from the numerical simulations

It is clear from the results given in section 5 that the degradation index Γ and the displace-
ment amplitude play a major role in the EVDR. Moreover, these two parameters are model-
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FIG. 13: Influence of the degradation index γ over energies and equivalent viscous damping
ratio ξeq for different cycle amplitudes obtained by Jacobsen’s areas method

independent. It is possible to plot a cloud of points of EVDR depending on both Γ and displace-
ment amplitude γ as with the red dots on figure 15a. The model includes damage mechanisms,
hence, the maximum elastic energy storage decreases with the degradation index Γ (figure 13b).
The other important observation is that the energy dissipated does not seem to depend on Γ for
the present nonlinear model. However, since the equivalent viscous damping ratio depends on
the ratio of the dissipated energy over the stored one, the EVDR seems to increase with respect
to the degradation index (see figure 13c).

One can guess a relatively smooth surface fitting the EVDR points. Then, the highest EVDR
point is chosen as the “identification” point of coordinates (Γid,γid,ξid) and identified on fig-
ure 15a for the next steps:

• Γ = Γid is fixed at this point, and the best-fitting function g(γ) is identified (thanks to a
nonlinear least squares algorithm implemented in the curve fitting toolbox of Matlab) as
on figure 14a:

f (Γ) =
3.679 ·Γ

Γ+0.2806
=

{
0 % if Γ = 0
3.679 % if Γ→+∞

(9)
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FIG. 14: Uncoupled identification of dependence between EVDR, degradation index and cur-
vature amplitude

• γ= γid is fixed at this point, and the best-fitting function f (Γ) is identified as on figure 14b:

g(γ) =
0.03759 · γ

γ2−0.004994 · γ+8.397 ·10−5 =

{
0 % if γ = 0
0 % if γ→+∞

(10)

• the surface given by equation ξ = α · f (Γ) ·g(γ) where α = 1
ξid

is a normalization coeffi-
cient:

ξ(Γ,γ) =
1

2.81︸︷︷︸
α

· 3.679 ·Γ
Γ+0.2807︸ ︷︷ ︸

f (Γ)

· 0.03962 · γ
γ2−0.003403 · γ+7.644 ·10−5︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(γ)

(11)

The search for an equation of surface in the form of a product of rational functions is mo-
tivated by the form of the expression of the EVDR evaluated by Jacobsen’s areas method as a
ratio between two energies. The degrees of these polynomial functions are deduced from the
shape the curved guessed from the red dots on figures 14a and 14b.

The resulting surface is plotted on figure 15b, and the so-called “damping surface” fits very
well the numerical experiments as seen on figure 16. Even though this paper focuses on one
particular beam (HA12-C1B), several beam designs have been tested as explained in section 2.2.
The model proposed in section 4.2 is able to reproduce the behavior of these different designs
because the phenomena involved are the same. The parameters identified are different though,
and this results in slightly different shapes of the damping surfaces. However, their overall
aspects remain the same.
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6. Conclusions

In order to improve the relevancy of simplified nonlinear time-history analysis by enhanc-
ing the additional viscous damping term, an experimental campaign has been carried out on
reinforced concrete beams in both quasi-static and dynamic tests. In particular, a RC beam has
been subject to a quasi-static reverse cyclic four-point bending test. Then, a single-degree-of-
freedom model has been proposed and identified to reproduce the experimental restoring force
for a prescribed modal displacement measured thanks to a dedicated image correlation based
technique. This model has been used to perform additional numerical tests in order to assess
both the influence of a degradation index Γ and the amplitude of the curvature at mid-span γ due
to the displacement prescribed by the actuators. It is observed that both parameters have a major
influence on the equivalent viscous damping. More specifically, the equivalent viscous damping
ratio (EVDR) increases with degradation index Γ in an asymptotically way to a theoretical max-
imum EVDR. However, the evolution of the EVDR as a function of the curvature amplitude is
not monotonous: a maximum is reached before the EVDR decreases asymptotically to zero. A
function resulting from the product of the two previously identified ones sums-up these obser-
vations. It corresponds to the equation of a smooth surface which can be used as a virtual abacus
for a more predictive choice of EVDR. At this point of this study, it seems important to take
into account the variations of EVDR during the nonlinear time-history analysis since this value
can evolve from almost 0 % to 3 % for the studied RC beam. It is worthy noting that the steel
yielding is not taken into account in this model, while it is a highly dissipating phenomenon.
Many studies focusing on the dissipations related to steel yielding during earthquakes are found
in the literature, often proposing an EVDR evolving with respect to the displacement ductility.
Hence, the work carried out in this paper is intended to be complementary to these models. The
next step of this study will be to use the damping surface as a basis for a fast and physical-wise
updating strategy for the EVDR during nonlinear time-history analyses.
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